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Heterostructures of magnetic topological insulators (MTIs) and superconductors (SCs) in two-
dimensional (2D) slab and one-dimensional (1D) nanoribbon geometries have been predicted to
host, respectively, chiral Majorana edge states (CMESs) and Majorana bound states (MBSs). We
study the topological properties of such MTI/SC heterostructures upon variation of the geometry
from wide slabs to quasi-1D nanoribbon systems and as a function of the chemical potential, the
magnetic doping, and the induced superconducting pairing potential. To do so, we construct effective
symmetry-constrained low-energy Hamiltonians accounting for the real-space confinement. For a
nanoribbon geometry with finite width and length, we observe different phases characterized by
CMESs, MBSs, as well as coexisting CMESs and MBSs, as the chemical potential, the magnetic
doping and/or the width are varied.

I. INTRODUCTION

Topological superconductors are fascinating phases of
matter which have stirred significant interest in the scien-
tific community [1–3]. These phases display gapped bulk
states with superconducting pairing as well as topolog-
ically protected gapless surface states, which have been
predicted to be Majorana states. The search for these
quasi-particles has stimulated an intense research activ-
ity, primarily owing to their potential for quantum com-
puting [4, 5]. Nevertheless, proposed realizations of topo-
logical superconductors with large enough bulk gaps re-
main rare and Majorana states remain elusive and con-
troversial.

Bringing together superconducting pairing and spin-
orbit (SO) or SO-like interactions is a promising avenue
for creating topological superconductivity. It has for in-
stance been studied in superconductors with strong SO
interactions [6–8], in topological materials where doping
with Nb, Sr or Cu yields a superconducting gap in the
bulk [9, 10], or in heterostructures combining strong SO
interactions or SO-like interactions induced by a mag-
netic texture with a conventional superconductor [11–
21]. Breaking time-reversal symmetry (TRS) is also often
necessary for the emergence of low-dimensional surface
states such as chiral edge states or bound states.

TRS can also be broken by an external magnetic field,
but this may not be compatible with superconductivity.
It is thus desirable to explore intrinsic magnetism (e.g.
via magnetic doping) of heterostructures as an alterna-
tive [22–25]. In our work, we study MTI/SC heterostruc-
tures where the interplay between superconducting pair-
ing, spin-orbit coupling, and TRS breaking leads to the
appearance of topological superconducting phases. Our
study will apply to heterostructures consisting of s-wave

SCs and magnetically doped compounds of the Bi2Se3
family. The effective realization of such heterostructures
has recently shown promising progress [22, 23]. We will
consider thin MTI films, which have become experimen-
tally realizable over the past decade [26–28]. A compre-
hensive description of MTI thin films is achieved by the
construction of a symmetry-constrained k · p Hamilto-
nian [2, 29]. Here, we introduce this model as a basis for
the subsequent finite-size calculations and to relate our
study to concrete material systems. We discuss its appli-
cability for the system we investigate and we comment
on the limits of such a model [30–32].
In recent works, planar translation-invariant geome-

tries and confined quasi-1D geometries of MTI/SC het-
erostructures have been suggested as a potential platform
for Majorana physics. Such systems have been studied
for specific values of the chemical potential µ, of the
strength λ of the magnetic exchange interaction with the
magnetic dopants, and for specific sizes [18, 21, 33]. Here,
we provide a more comprehensive treatment, studying a
wider region of the phase diagram in (µ, λ) space and
the nature of the topological states when the in-plane
size of the heterostructure is varied from infinitely large
to finite. Moreover, we discuss the transition from chi-
ral Majorana edge states (CMES) to Majorana bound
states (MBS) and their respective localization. In the
following, we will refer to planar translation-invariant ge-
ometries as “slab geometries” and to in-plane confined
geometries as “nanoribbons”. For nanoribbons with in-
termediate width, and depending on the magnitude of
the magnetic exchange term in the MTI, we observe re-
gions in the phase diagram where the low-energy sector
hosts coexisting CMESs and MBSs. Our understand-
ing of the topological properties associated with these
finite-size systems, from two-dimensional to quasi-one-
dimensional, is based on symmetry-constrained analyti-
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FIG. 1. Schematic of the systems under consideration and the corresponding notations used in the main text. From left to
right: a 3D TI with translation symmetry (TS) in the three directions of space; an MTI slab with TS only in the plane; an
MTI slab with in-plane TS in contact with s-wave superconductors at its top and bottom surfaces; and an MTI slab with TS
only along one direction of the plane, in contact with s-wave superconductors at its top and bottom surfaces. The notations we
use for the Hamiltonian describing each system, along with the symmetry class of the Hamiltonian, appear respectively below
each system schematic.

cal low-energy models that we construct throughout this
paper. These characterize the appearance of gapless sur-
face (edge or end) states through the bulk-edge corre-
spondence.

This paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II, we intro-
duce the effective models we use for the description of the
MTI. First, we review the construction of a symmetry-
constrained k · p Hamiltonian which characterizes a 3-
dimensional (3D) topological insulator (TI). Then we
construct effective models for a thin MTI slab system
and for a nanoribbon geometry by considering the low-
energy states arising from quantum confinement in the
3D model. We study the occurence of chiral edge modes
as a function of the magnetic exchange term and as a
function of the width of the nanoribbon. In Sec. III, we
study the topological properties of an MTI/SC slab and
then we investigate the occurrence of CMES and MBS in
MTI/SC with nanoribbon geometries.

II. EFFECTIVE MODEL FOR THE MTI

A. Symmetry-constrained k · p Hamiltonian

A convenient way of describing the topological proper-
ties of a (3D) compound of the Bi2Se3 family is via the
following Hamiltonian [2, 29, 34, 35],

H3D
TI (k) = H0(kz) +H1(kx, ky), (1)

H0(kz) = D1k
2
zI+

(
M −B1k

2
z

)
τz +A1kzτxσz,

H1(kx, ky) =
(
C +D2k

2
)
I−B2k

2τz

+A2τx (kxσx + kyσy) ,

where k2 ≡ k2x + k2y, k± ≡ kx ± iky, and C, M , D1,
D2, B1, B2, A1, A2, are real coefficients. This Hamil-
tonian acts in the (atomic) low-energy basis of states
{|+, ↑⟩ , |−, ↑⟩ , |+, ↓⟩ , |−, ↓⟩} through the Pauli matrices

σx,y,z and τx,y,z which act, respectively, in the spin
{↑, ↓} and parity {+,−} spaces. The parity opera-
tion, equivalent to inversion symmetry in 3D, acts on
{|+, ↑⟩ , |−, ↑⟩ , |+, ↓⟩ , |−, ↓⟩} according to the matrix rep-
resentation τz and flips the momentum vector, leaving
the Hamiltonian invariant: τzH3D

TI (−k)τz = H3D
TI (k).

This Hamiltonian is valid in the vicinity of the Γ point,
where it describes the low-energy properties of the sys-
tem. In Fig. 2, we show the eigenenergies of this Hamil-
tonian.

This Hamiltonian relies on a long-wavelength approxi-
mation and is a priori valid only for finite systems above
a certain size. The coefficients appearing in the Hamil-
tonian can be determined by fitting the energy spectrum
to experimental data or extracting the parameters from
ab-initio calculations (see Ref. [2]). The distance from
the Γ point up to which this model Hamiltonian is a
good approximation allows an estimate of the possible
size of the system. The band structure of the Hamilto-
nian (1) is in good agreement with ab-initio calculations
for |kx| ≲ 0.02 Å−1, |ky| ≲ 0.02 Å−1, and |kz| ≲ 0.05Å−1

[36]. This implies that the system thickness d in the z
direction should be larger than 20 Å while the width W
and the length L, respectively, in the y direction and
x-directions should be larger than 50 Å.

It is also important to note that H3D
TI (k) is constrained

by the symmetries of the system, specifically TRS, in-
version symmetry, and the three-fold rotation symmetry
around the z axis. The atomic states used to construct
the Hamiltonian are based on quintuple layer unit cells
which respect the aforementioned symmetries [2]. For
the materials we consider, the thickness (along the z di-
rection) of a quintuple layer is approximately 1 nm. In
the following, we will consider systems with widths W
and lengths L larger than 40 nm, which is much larger
than the length of a unit cell in the x and y-directions
(below 1 nm). This allows us to study a continuum of
lengths above 40 nm along these directions. We notice
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FIG. 2. Low-energy spectrum of the 3D TI Hamiltonian (1).
(a) Spectrum as a function of the in-plane momentum k⊥ ∈
{kx, ky} for kz = 0. (b) Spectrum as a function of kz for
k⊥ = 0. We use the parameters for Bi2Se3 given in Ref. [29]:
C = −0.0068 eV, M = 0.28 eV, A1 = 2.2 eVÅ, A2 = 4.1 eVÅ,

B1 = 10 eVÅ
2
, B2 = 56.6 eVÅ

2
, D1 = 1.3 eVÅ

2
, D2 = 19.6

eVÅ
2
. The blue shaded area indicates the momentum space

region where the band structure of the Hamiltonian in the
Eq. (1) is in good agreement with ab-initio calculations [37].

that W ∼ 40 nm or L ∼ 40 nm is a reasonable lower
limit of what is currently achieved experimentally. We
will consider slabs and nanoribbons of Bi2Se3 family com-
pounds consisting of two or more quintuple layers (thick-
ness d larger than 20 Å).

B. Slab geometry

Let us consider a TI slab (a planar translation-
invariant geometry) with a finite thickness d along the
z direction, with bottom and top surfaces of the slab lo-
cated, respectively, at z = 0 and z = d. We replace
kz → −i∂z, impose vanishing wave functions as bound-
ary conditions at z = 0 and z = d, and denote by E+

and E− the two lowest eigenenergies of H0(−i∂z), each
of which is twofold degenerate because of TRS. Magnetic
doping can be accounted for by adding a TRS-breaking
Zeeman term λσz; the system is now an MTI. The re-
spective eigenstates of the Hamiltonian will be denoted
by |φσ⟩ and |χσ⟩, where σ ∈ {↑, ↓}. Projecting H3D

TI (k)
on the basis

{
|φ↑⟩ , |χ↑⟩ , |φ↓⟩ , |χ↓⟩

}
gives rise to a 4× 4

Hamiltonian which describes an MTI slab [38, 39] (we
use ℏ = 1 in the following),

H2D
MTI(k) =

(
h+(k) 0

0 h∗−(k)

)
, (2)

h±(k) ≡ −µ−Dk2 + vF (kyσx − kxσy)

+
(
m0 ± λ+m1k

2
)
σz,

where the coefficients are given by

−µ ≡ (E− + E+) /2 + C,

D ≡ (B2/2)
(
⟨φ↑| τz |φ↑⟩+ ⟨χ↑| τz |χ↑⟩

)
−D2,

vF ≡ −iA2 ⟨φ↑| τx |χ↓⟩ ∈ R,
2m0 ≡ E− − E+,

m1 ≡ − (B2/2)
(
⟨φ↑| τz |φ↑⟩ − ⟨χ↑| τz |χ↑⟩

)
. (3)

In Table I we list the values of the coefficients m0, m1,
D and vF for several values of the thickness, starting
from two quintuple layers, and calculated from Eq. (3),
using the parameters of the 3D k ·p Hamiltonian (1) for
bulk Bi2Se3 [29]. A diagonalization of H2D

MTI(k) yields
four energy bands with a finite gap at the Γ point. This
is shown in Fig. 3(a) where, for simplicity, we considered
the chemical potential of the system to be tuned to µ = 0.
The eigenstates |φσ⟩ and |χσ⟩ allow the construction

of states |t, σ⟩ and |b, σ⟩ localized near the top and bot-
tom surfaces, respectively. These are indeed given by
|t, σ⟩ = (|φσ⟩+ |χσ⟩) /

√
2 and |b, σ⟩ = (|φσ⟩ − |χσ⟩) /

√
2

and have localization lengths ∼ 10 Å (see Fig. 3(b)). In
this basis of states, the Hamiltonian reads

H̃2D
MTI(k) =− µ−Dk2 + vF (kyσx − kxσy) τ̃z

+ λσz +m(k)τ̃x,
(4)

where m(k) = m0 +m1k
2 and the Pauli matrices τ̃x,y,z

and σx,y,z act, respectively, on the top/bottom (t/s) de-
gree of freedom and the spin degree of freedom. Eq. (4) is
the starting point of Sec. III, where we study an MTI/SC
heterostructure.
In case of magnetic doping (λ ̸= 0), the symmetry

class of the Hamiltonian is denoted A (unitary symmetry
class) and the topological phase is characterized by an
integer Chern number [40]. In contrast, at λ = 0, the
Hamiltonian has TRS and fits in the symmetry class AII
(symplectic symmetry class) where the topological sector
is characterized by a Z2 topological invariant.
Determining the value of the topological invariant re-

quires not only the low-energy eigenstates but also in-
formation at large momenta. However, determining the
difference between the topological invariants character-
izing two phases separated by the closing of the gap is

TABLE I. Values of the coefficients m0, m1, D and vF for
a slab with thickness between two and seven quintuple lay-
ers. Above seven quintuple layers, m0 and m1 have negligible
magnitudes and D and vF become approximately constant.

d[Å] m0[eV] m1[eVÅ
2
] D[eVÅ

2
] vF[eVÅ]

20 6.9× 10−2 45.48 −17.35 4.09
30 −2.0× 10−2 19.81 −12.64 4.06
40 −1.1× 10−2 −2.82 −12.05 4.06
50 −7.5× 10−5 −4.29 −12.29 4.06
60 1.2× 10−3 −0.59 −12.24 4.06
70 2.6× 10−4 0.51 −12.24 4.06
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FIG. 3. (a) Energy spectrum of the translation-invariant MTI
slab model in the QAH regime for thickness d = 30 Å, λ = 25
meV and µ = 0. (b) Probability distributions | ⟨z|l, σ⟩ |2,
where l ∈ {t, b}, associated with the top and bottom surface
states of the slab for a thickness d = 30 Å.

possible: in this case, we only need the eigenstates around
the Γ point, where the gap closes, which we determine
from the Hamiltonian in Eq. (2). These eigenstates and
thus the topological invariants do not depend on µ or D
since those enter the Hamiltonian with an identity ma-
trix. Hence, let us consider the case µ = 0.
The low-energy model can predict the occurrence of

topological phase transitions via a sign change of the ef-
fective gap m0 ± λ. At λ = 0, the sign change of the gap
m0, when increasing the thickness from 2 to 3 quintuple
layers, shows a transition between a trivial insulating and
a quantum spin Hall insulating phase (see Table I). At
0 < |λ| < |m0|, the Chern number vanishes, indicating
a trivial phase. In contrast, a sufficiently large magnetic
exchange term |λ| > |m0| yields a quantum anomalous
Hall (QAH) phase, independently of the sign and magni-
tude of m0, as was also observed in Ref. [41].

Whether or not the materials we consider indeed dis-
play a quantum spin Hall phase (without doping) below 6
quintuple layers is still under debate in the literature. For
instance, for Bi2Se3 it has been argued that the Coulomb
interaction leads to a significant hybridization of the sur-
face states, which could open a trivial gap below 6 quin-
tuple layers [32, 42]. GW computations performed for
Bi2Se3 also concluded that the gap below 6 quintuple
layers is trivial, but a gap inversion remains for Bi2Te3
[30]. Our following study will apply to a thin slab in (or
near) the QAH regime, which is attainable independently
of the sign of m0 for a large enough magnetic exchange
magnitude λ. Experimental studies on such systems have
already been performed, and the QAH phase has been
characterized, e.g., in Cr- and V-doped (Bi,Sb)2Te3 [43].

C. One-dimensional model for an MTI nanoribbon

Next, we consider a 2D nanoribbon geometry with a
finite width W along the y direction with left and right
edges of the slab respectively located at y = 0 and y =W .

Moreover, we assume λ > |m0| which would correspond
to the QAH regime for W → ∞. The goal of this sec-
tion is to estimate the critical width above which the
nanoribbon effectively enters a QAH phase, manifested
in one chiral state at each edge of the slab. Below this
width, the hybridization of edge states on opposite edges
becomes significant.

The Hamiltonian (2) describes the 2D MTI slab and
consists of the two independent blocks h+(k) and h

∗
−(k).

For the description of the nanoribbon, we substitute
ky → −i∂y and we impose vanishing wave functions
at the edges of the slab. In the following, we assume
(m0 − λ)m1 < 0 without loss of generality, since the
case (m0 − λ)m1 > 0 would only exchange the roles of
h∗−(kx,−i∂y) and h+(kx,−i∂y). The block h∗−(kx,−i∂y)
has an inverted mass gap (m0 − λ)m1 < 0, which results
in a pair of edge states arising from the quantum confine-
ment along the y direction. The associated energies at
kx = 0 converge to −µ+(m0 − λ)D/m1 when W or λ is
increased as shown respectively in Fig. 4(a) or Fig. 4(b)
(red line). In contrast, h+(kx,−i∂y) has a normal mass
gap (m0 + λ)m1 > 0, so for the parameter regime we
consider its low-energy states arising from the quantum
confinement are topological trivial. They have energies
greater than |m0 + λ| or smaller than − |m0 + λ|, respec-
tively, as shown in Fig. 4.

For non-vanishing D, the energies of both topological
edge states are shifted compared to the energies of the
bulk states. As a consequence, for large enough D, i.e.,
| (m0 − λ)D/m1| > |m0 + λ|, the low-energy states at
the Γ point are outside the energy gap. As we would like
to build a simple ribbon model, we will consider small
values of D in the following, such that the low-energy
states at the Γ point are in the gap. Hence, in Fig. 4
we have assumed D = −1eVÅ. For a description of the
effects of larger values of D, we refer to Ref. [44].

At µ = (m0 − λ)D/m1, where the Fermi energy cor-
responds to the red line in Fig. 4, we can construct a
Hamiltonian which describes the edge states around the
Fermi level by only considering the block h∗−(kx,−i∂y),
as it describes the relevant low-energy physics. Substi-
tuting ky → −i∂y and imposing vanishing wave functions
at the edges of the slab, h∗− becomes,

h∗− = h0−(−i∂y) + h1−(kx), (5)

h0−(−i∂y) = D∂2y − ivFσx∂y +
(
m0 − λ−m1∂

2
y

)
σz,

h1−(kx) = −µ−Dk2x + vFkxσy +m1k
2
xσz.

Let us denote the lowest eigenergies at kx = 0 by Ey
+ and

Ey
−, and the associated eigenstates by χy and φy. Simi-

larly to the previous section, we project h1−(kx) on the
low-energy eigenstates of h0−(−i∂y) and thus obtain an
effective 1D Hamiltonian describing the slab with finite
width W at low energies (see App. A)

h1D− (kx) =− µ+ E1 − D̃k2x − ṽFkxσ̃x +
(
m̃0 + m̃1k

2
x

)
σ̃z,

(6)
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FIG. 4. Low-energy spectrum of the MTI nanoribbon at the
Γ point (kx = 0) with d = 30 Å (a) for λ = 25 meV as a
function of the width W and (b) for the width W = 600 Å as
a function of the magnetic exchange magnitude λ. We used
the coefficients m0, m1, and vF which appear in Table I, we

considered D = −1eVÅ
2
, and the energy shift −µ appearing

in the Eq. (2) is discarded for simplicity. The solid and the
dashed black lines are the energies associated to h∗

−(kx,−i∂y)
and h+(kx,−i∂y), respectively. The solid and the dashed blue
lines are the bulk energies ± (m0 − λ) and ± (m0 + λ), respec-
tively. The red line is the energy (m0 − λ)D/m1.

where σ̃x,z are Pauli matrices acting in the {φy, χy} basis
and the parameters are given by

2E1 = Ey
+ + Ey

−,

2m̃0 ≡ −Ey
+ + Ey

−

2D̃ ≡ 2D −m1 (⟨φy|σz |φy⟩+ ⟨χy|σz |χy⟩) ,
2m̃1 ≡ m1 (⟨φy|σz |φy⟩ − ⟨χy|σz |χy⟩) ,
ṽF ≡ vF ⟨φy|σy |χy⟩ . (7)

The coefficients D̃ and m̃1 are plotted as functions of
the width W in Fig. 5. The coefficient ṽF varies only
very weakly: for the parameters considered in Fig. 5,
ṽF = 1eVÅ and it has a maximum variation ∼ 10−3eVÅ
over the range of W investigated.

Next, we introduce the states |L⟩ = (|φy⟩+ |χy⟩) /
√
2

and |R⟩ = (|φy⟩ − |χy⟩) /
√
2 which are localized on the

left and right edges of the ribbon, respectively. The pa-
rameter m̃0 represents the overlap between both edge
states, so it determines the topological phase of the slab.
For small overlap, in the QAH phase, one chiral state
appears at each edge. For large m̃0, the overlap of these
edge states brings the system into a topologically trivial
phase. In this 1D limit, a symmetry-class A Hamiltonian
has indeed trivial topological properties [40].

From Fig. 5, we see that for W ≲ 500 Å, m̃0 cannot
be neglected compared to the other terms in the Hamil-
tonian, so the 1D system becomes topologically trivial.
For W ≳ 500 Å, on the other hand, m̃0 is negligible, so
the slab enters a QAH phase.
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FIG. 5. Effects of the finite MTI slab width (a) on the low
eigenenergies Ey

± and the energy gap m̃0 = (E+ − E−)/2,

(b) on the coefficients D̃, m̃1, and on the edge Fermi velocity
ṽF. The value of the magnetic exchange parameter is λ = 25
meV thickness of the slab is d = 30 Å and the values of the
coefficients m0, m1, and vF are taken from Table I and we

considered D = −1eVÅ
2
.

III. MTI/SC HETEROSTRUCTURES

A. Surface states of the MTI and proximity effect

We now consider the superconducting proximity effect
[18, 45] originating from the contact with s-wave super-
conductors on the top and bottom surfaces of the MTI
slab. We assume that they give rise to the pairing poten-
tials ∆1 and ∆2, respectively, with two real parameters
∆1 and ∆2. This is described by extending the Hamilto-
nian (4) to the Nambu basis,

H2D
BdG(k) = vFkyσxτ̃z +

[
− vFkxσy τ̃z + λσz

+m(k)τ̃x − µ−Dk2
]
γz

−
(
∆1 +∆2

2
+

∆1 −∆2

2
τ̃z

)
σyγy.

(8)

where the Pauli matrices γy,z act in the particle-hole
space. Expressed in this form, it is straightforward to
check that the Hamiltonian has particle-hole symmetry
PH2D

BdG(k)P−1 = −H2D
BdG(−k) and at λ = 0 it also has

TRS ΘH2D
BdG(k)Θ

−1 = H2D
BdG(−k), where Θ = iσyK,

P = γxK, and K is the complex conjugation operator.

B. Topological properties for the slab geometry

For a slab geometry, the topological phase transitions
are signaled by the change of the 2D bulk invariant of
the model (8) and happen at the gap closing points. For
the special case ∆1 = −∆2, µ = 0 and D = 0 the Hamil-
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−𝑚0

FIG. 6. Topological phase diagram of the MTI/SC het-
erostructure at m0 < 0, m1 > 0, ∆1 = −∆2, µ = 0
and D = 0. N is the topological invariant and the four-
components list given below N is (N+

+ , N+
− , N−

+ , N−
− ) (see de-

tails in Sec. III B). The (helical) topological superconducting
phases are indicated by “(Helical) TSC” and the quantum
anomalous Hall phases by “QAH”.

tonian can be simplified to (see App. B)

H2D
BdG =

∑
k

∑
η=±

∑
κ=±

ψη†
κ,kh

η
κ(k)ψ

η
κ,k, (9)

hηκ(k) = vF (kyσx − κkxσy) +mη
κ(k)σz,

withmη
κ(k) = mη

0,κ+m
η
1,κk

2 andmη
0,κ = κλ+ηκm0+|∆|,

and mη
1,κ = ηκm1. It is then straightforward to calcu-

late the topological invariant [18]. The Hamiltonian is
a sum of independent massive Dirac Hamiltonians, so
the topological invariant is the sum N =

∑
η,κN

η
κ of

the winding numbers Nη
κ associated with each of the in-

dependent Hamiltonians hηκ(k). At fixed m1, the cases
m0 > 0 and m0 < 0 both result in the same phase dia-
gram for N , even though the decompositions in terms of
Nη

κ are different. In Fig. 6, we show this phase diagram
along with the details of the decomposition in terms of
Nη

κ for m0 < 0 and m1 > 0.

Building on this, we can extend the phase diagram for
∆1 ̸= −∆2, µ ̸= 0 and D ̸= 0 by considering the phase
boundaries. As topological phase transitions happen only
at the gap closing points, we find that they are described
by the equation

α2∆4 +∆2
[
2αm2

0 −
(
1 + α2

) (
λ2 − µ2

)]
+
(
λ2 + µ2 −m2

0

)2 − 4λ2µ2 = 0,
(10)

with α ≡ ∆2/∆1. This result generalizes the study
performed in Ref. [18] where an equation for the phase
boundaries was given for µ = 0. The Dk2 term, being
proportional to γz and involving only terms of second
order in the momentum, does not influence the phase
boundaries.

C. Ribbon geometry for µ = 0, ∆1 = −∆2

Next we investigate the effect of in-plane confinement
on the topological properties of the MTI/SC heterostruc-
ture for the case where µ = 0 and ∆1 = −∆2. We
show that for a confined geometry, the topological prop-
erties depend on the decomposition of N in terms of
Nη

κ , and on the mass values mη
0,κ. This is in contrast

to the translation-invariant geometry, where N alone de-
termines the topological properties at λ ̸= 0.

First, we consider a ribbon geometry with width W
along the y direction. The calculation performed in
Sec. II C can be easily adapted since the Hamiltonian (9)
is a sum of independent massive Dirac Hamiltonians. For
each term where the mass mη

0,κ and the parameter mη
1,κ

correspond to the inverted regime, i.e., mη
0,κm

η
1,κ < 0,

a pair of low-energy states appears, which we denote by
|φη

y,κ⟩ and |χη
y,κ⟩ and which have the respective energies

m̃η
0,κ and −m̃η

0,κ. These energies are plotted in Fig. 7 as

a function of the width of the ribbon. Figure 8(a) shows
the localization of |φη

y,κ⟩ and |χη
y,κ⟩ along the y direction

in an MTI/SC nanoribbon with widthW = 2500 Å. One
finds that m̃η

0,κ decreases when mη
0,κ increases and that

the overlap between |φη
y,κ⟩ and |χη

y,κ⟩ is proportional to

m̃η
0,κ (see Fig. 8(a) and Fig. 7(a)).

For large regions of the phase diagram the masses mη
0,κ

can differ significantly. At intermediate widths W , this
causes the coexistence of chiral low-energy states strongly
localized at the edges with states which overlap along the
y direction [46]. For instance, in Fig. 7, for 1000 Å <
W < 5000 Å, m̃−

0,+ (blue line) and m̃−
0,− (red line) are

small, so we expect that |φ−
y,+⟩, |χ−

y,+⟩, |φ−
y,−⟩, and |χ−

y,−⟩
are edge states. In contrast, m̃+

0,− (black line) is larger

so the states |φ+
y,−⟩, and |χ+

y,−⟩ overlap along y. The
states overlaping along the y direction are then described
by a 1D bulk Hamiltonian, with parameters m̃η

0,κ and

m̃η
1,κ = mη

1,κ(⟨φη
y,κ|σz |φη

y,κ⟩ − ⟨χη
y,κ|σz |χη

y,κ⟩)/2 which
depends on W .
Next, we also consider confinement along the x di-

rection such that the length in the x direction satisfies
L≫W . In this case, we find that the overlapping states
|φη

y,κ⟩ and |χη
y,κ⟩ give rise to new low-energy states |φη

x,κ⟩
and |χη

x,κ⟩ which are localized at both ends of the ribbon

if m̃η
0,κm̃

η
1,κ < 0 (see Fig. 8(b)). These states are Ma-

jorana bound states (MBS), which arise from the con-
finement of a 1D BdG D Hamiltonian with topologically
non-trivial Z2 number.
We are interested only in states with negligible energy,

i.e., with energy below a small energy threshold Eths.
If mη

0,κm
η
1,κ < 0, the Hamiltonian hηκ(k) has a non-zero

BdG D Chern number [18], and if m̃η
0,κ < Eths, the states

|φη
y,κ⟩ and |χη

y,κ⟩ represent a chiral Majorana edge state
(CMES) at each edge of the system. In this descrip-
tion, CMESs with different chiralities can coexist at the
same edge if mη

0,κm
η
1,κ < 0 and m̃η

0,κ < Eths for several

{η, κ}. This description is valid at vanishing disorder in
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the system. At finite disorder, CMESs of opposite chi-
rality will hybridize, resulting in 0, 1 or several coprop-
agating CMESs at each edge. It is worth noting that
a pair of copropagating CMESs at each edge is topo-
logically equivalent to a QAH chiral edge state [46]. If
mη

0,κm
η
1,κ < 0, m̃η

0,κ > Eths, and m̃
η
0,κm̃

η
1,κ < 0, then the

states |φη
x,κ⟩ and |χη

x,κ⟩ form a pair of MBS with negli-
gible energy, localized at the end of the nanoribbon. If
disorder were included in our description, we would either
find 0 or 1 pairs of MBS in the system.

As an example, let us consider a Bi2Se3 nanoribbon
with thickness d = 30 Å (see Table I) and with m0 < 0,
m1 > 0 (the Bi2Se3 nanoribbon is a quantum spin hall
insulator at λ = 0 and ∆1 = ∆2 = 0). We consider the
regime where |m0| ≫ |∆1|, which corresponds to the ex-
perimentally relevant range of superconducting pairings.
We arbitrarily set Eths to be one tenth of the supercon-
ducting pairing magnitude |∆1|. In Fig. 9, we display
the number of CMES and the number of MBS appearing
below Eths, as a function of λ and W .
In the limitW → ∞, the number of CMES is in agree-

ment with the phase diagram of Fig. 6. Moreover, for
the region of Fig. 6 where N = 1, and when W is small
enough such that there is no edge states in the y direc-
tion, the system simply hosts a pair of Majorana bound
states [21]. For intermediate range of widths, we observe
a richer phase diagram. Indeed, at fixed λ, varying the
width up to ∼ 104 Å, we cross different phases. Namely,
we observe a region characterized by either one CMES or
two CMES with the same chirality and MBS.

In Fig. 10, we display the number of CMESs and the
number of MBSs in the case m0 > 0, m1 > 0 (the Bi2Se3
nanoribbon is a trivial insulator at λ = 0 and ∆1 = ∆2 =
0). For a straightforward comparison with Fig. 9, we
consider m0 with opposite sign and otherwise identical
parameters. For wide enough nanoribbons (W ≳ 2 ×
104Å), we observe either 0, 1 or 2 CMESs in agreement
with Fig. 6. Similarly to the results shown in Fig. 9,
when W is small enough, we observe 0, 1, and 0 end
states, respectively, for the regions of Fig. 6 where N = 0,
N = 1, and N = 2. The region of intermediate width is
qualitatively different from what we observe in Fig. 10.
Only in the region of Fig. 6 where N = 2, we observe a
phase characterized by one CMES and MBS.

D. Ribbon geometry for general parameters

In the previous section, the choice of parameters D =
0, ∆1 = −∆2, and µ = 0 made it possible to calculate
the low-energy states for the in-plane confined geometry
without further approximations. Here, we discuss the
more general parameter regime D ̸= 0, µ ̸= 0, µ ≪ m0,
and ∆1 ̸= −∆2.
In the following, we consider ∆1 = 2 meV and we write

∆2 = α∆1. Moreover, we restrict our study to the case
−1 ≤ α < 1, and µ≪ E3,4 where E3,4 are the two highest
energies associated to the Hamiltonian (8) for the specific
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1e 3(a)
m +
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0 2500 5000
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[e
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FIG. 7. (a) Low-energy spectrum of an MTI/SC ribbon het-
erostructure as a function of the width W for µ = 0 and
∆1 = −∆2. (b) The coefficients D̃+

− and m̃+
1,− are associated

to the 1D bulk Hamiltonian which describes the physics of the
low-energy states φ+

y,− and χ+
y,−. The thickness of the slab is

30 Å, the values of the coefficients m0, m1, vF are taken from
Table I, D = 0, λ = 19 meV and |∆| = 2 meV.

1000 0 1000
y[Å]

0.0
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[Å
1 ]

1e 2
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1.5
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1e 3(a)
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0.0

0.5

1.0

1.5

[Å
1 ]

1e 3(b)

1

FIG. 8. (a) Localization of the chiral edge states along the
y direction in an MTI/SC nanoribbon which is translation-
invariant along the x direction. The dashed lines represent
|φ−

y,+⟩, |χ
−
y,+⟩, |φ

−
y,−⟩, and |χ−

y,−⟩ and the solid lines |φ+
y,−⟩,

and |χ+
y,−⟩. The left (blue) vertical axis refers to the dashed

lines while the right (black) vertical axis refers to the solid
black lines. (b) Localization of the end states |φ+

x,−⟩, and

|χ+
x,−⟩ along the x direction in an MTI/SC nanoribbon of

finite length L = 1µm. The thickness of the MTI slab is
d = 30 Å and its width is W = 2500 Å. The values of the
coefficients m0, m1, vF are taken from Table I and we used
D = 0, λ = 19 meV and |∆| = 2 meV.

MTI thickness d = 30 Å. For this regime of parameters,
we assume that each pair of energy bands around the Γ
point (see Eq. (8)) can be described to a good approxi-
mation by a massive Dirac Hamiltonian. Therefore, close
enough to the Γ point, we express H2D

BdG(k) in Eq. (8) by

H(k) =
∑4

i=1Hi(k) where

Hi(k) = vi (kyσx − kxσy) +
(
Mi −Bik

2
)
σz, (11)
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FIG. 9. Number of pairs of chiral Majorana edge states
(CMES) and the number of end Majorana bound states
(MBS) in an MTI/SC finite nanoribbon as a function of λ and
W . To identify “low-energy” states, we retain eigenenergies
below a certain threshold, here chosen to be one tenth of the
superconducting pairing magnitude |∆1|. The thickness of the
slab is d = 30 Å and the values of the coefficients m0, m1, vF
are taken from Table I. Moreover, D = 0 and ∆1 = −∆2 = 2
meV. For the results presented here, we checked that lengths
L > 10W are sufficient.

where the Pauli matrices act in a transformed basis
of states which coincides with the low-energy states of
H2D

BdG(k) at k = 0. The parameters vi, Mi, and Bi are
obtained by fitting the resulting energies around the Γ
point with the corresponding energy band Ei ofH

2D
BdG(k).

We further impose that the effective parameters should
reduce to mη

0,κ and mη
1,κ at µ = 0, D = 0, ∆2 = −∆1

and that they evolve adiabatically in (λ,D, α, µ) param-
eter space at constant topological invariant N , which is
determined by the phase boundaries evolution according
to Eq. (10).

For sufficiently small width W andMiBi > 0, the low-
energy edge states associated to Hi(kx,−i∂y) hybridize.
Similarly to Sec. II C, a 1D Hamiltonian H̃i(kx) can be
derived from Hi(kx,−i∂y),

H̃i(kx) = −ṽikxσ̃x +
(
M̃i − B̃ik

2
x

)
σ̃z, (12)

where σ̃x and σ̃z are Pauli matrices acting in the
{|φy⟩ , |χy⟩} basis where |φy⟩ and |χy⟩ are the eigenstates
of H (kx = 0, ky → −i∂y) with the two lowest eigenener-
gies E±. The coefficients appearing in the previous equa-
tion are given by ṽF = v ⟨φy|σy |χy⟩, 2m̃0 = −E+ +E−,

2B̃ = B (⟨φy|σz |φy⟩ − ⟨χy|σz |χy⟩).

1. D ̸= 0

First, we consider −1eVÅ
2 ≤ D ≤ 0 (such that

| (m0 − λ)D/m1| < |m0 + λ| as we already consider in
Sec. II C), ∆1 = −∆2 and µ = 0. This case is simpli-
fied by the facts that (i) the parameter D appears in the

2.5 5.0 7.5 10.0 12.5 15.0 17.5
W [Å] 1e3

1.00

1.25

1.50

1.75

2.00

2.25

2.50

2.75

 [e
V]

1e 2
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0 MBS

1 CMES
0 MBS

2 CMES
0 MBS

0 CMES
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1 CMES
1 MBS

2 CMES
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FIG. 10. Number of pairs of chiral Majorana edge states
(CMES) and the number of end Majorana bound states
(MBS) in an MTI/SC finite nanoribbon as a function of λ
and W . To identify “low-energy” states, we retain eigenener-
gies below a certain threshold, here chosen to be one tenth of
the superconducting pairing magnitude |∆1|. The thickness
of the slab is d = 30 Å and the values of the coefficients m1,
vF are taken from Table I. Here we considered m0 = 20 meV,
such that m0m1 > 0, in order to compare with the situation
m0m1 < 0. Moreover, D = 0 and ∆1 = −∆2 = 2 meV. For
the results presented here, we checked that lengths L > 10W
are sufficient.

Hamiltonian with a γz matrix, in contrast to them1 term
proportional to τ̃xγz, and (ii) the parameter D multiplies
a factor k2. Therefore the D term does not change the
value of the masses Mi and has an important effect only
if Dk2 ≳ ∆1. Since here we consider at most D = −1

eVÅ
2
, for k ≲ 0.02 Å

−1
D has no strong qualitative ef-

fect on the low-energy states at the system widths and
lengths we consider.

As an illustration in Fig. 11, we show the change of
Bi with D for a specific value of λ, and we show how

Fig. 7(a) is modified for D = −1 eVÅ
2
due to the evolu-

tion of the low-energy states ±M̃i which appear due to
the confinement along y when MiBi > 0.

2. ∆2 ̸= −∆1

At ∆2 ̸= −∆1, the phase boundaries are shifted ac-
cording to Eq. (10). However, for each phase with a fixed
topological invariant, we checked from H(k) that each
pair of bulk bands retains the same topological charac-
ter. Therefore, no strong qualitative changes happen for
the phase diagram, as we show in Fig. 12 for the case
α = 0.
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FIG. 11. (a) The fitted parameters Bi appearing in Eq. (11),
for µ = 0 and ∆1 = −∆2. (b) The resulting low-energy
spectrum for a ribbon as a function of W . The thickness of
the slab is 30 Å, the values of the coefficients m0, m1, vF are

taken from Table I and D = −1eVÅ
2
. We consider λ = 19

meV and ∆1 = −∆2 = 2 meV.
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FIG. 12. Number of pairs of chiral Majorana edge states
(CMES) and the number of end Majorana bound states
(MBS) in an MTI/SC finite nanoribbon as a function of λ
and W . To identify “low-energy” states, we retain eigenener-
gies below a certain threshold, here chosen to be one tenth of
the superconducting pairing magnitude |∆1|. The thickness
of the slab is d = 30 Å and the values of the coefficients m0,
m1, vF are taken from Table I. Moreover, D = 0, ∆1 = 2
meV and ∆2 = 0. For the results presented here, we checked
that lengths L > 10W are sufficient.

3. µ ̸= 0

The case µ ̸= 0 is more subtle because the energies
around the Γ point can change significantly. For simplic-
ity, we only consider values for λ and µ corresponding to
the region with topological phase N = 1 in the infinite
2D geometry with max(|∆1|, |∆2|) ≲ µ ≪ E3,4 where
E3,4 are the two highest energies of the Hamiltonian (8).

Moreover, we focus on the case W > Wmin = 103Å, un-
less otherwise stated. From our study in the previous

5 10 15
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FIG. 13. (a) Low-lying energies of an MTI/SC ribbon het-
erostructure, as a function of the width W and for λ = 19
meV, µ = 3 meV, ∆1 = 2 meV, and ∆2 = 0. (b) The coef-

ficients D̃1 and M̃1, associated to the 1D bulk Hamiltonian
which describe the physics of the low-energy states |φy⟩ and
|χy⟩. The thickness of the slab is 30 Å, the values of the coef-

ficients m0, m1, vF are taken from Table I and D = −1eVÅ
2
.

section, we expect this region to be interesting since at
µ = 0 it shows a coexistence of two CMES and one MBS
(or 1 CMES at very large W ). How do these topological
states change for µ ̸= 0?
Firstly, both high energies E3,4 remain similar as in the

case µ = 0, since here µ ≪ E3,4. Therefore, above W =

1000 Å, the low-energy states arising from confinement
of the bulk states associated to E3,4 are copropagating
CMES with negligible energy, as it is the case for µ = 0
(blue and red lines in Fig. 7(a)). Secondly, we describe
the evolution of the low energy bands E1,2 at µ ̸= 0 by

H(k) =
∑2

i=1Hi(k) with Hi(k) given in Eq. (11).
For the N = 1 phase we consider, we know that at

W → ∞ the topological low-energy states correspond to
only one CMES at each edge. This means that the total
number of inverted bulk bands cannot change when µ
changes. Taking this constraint into account, we observe
from our fit that the topological characters of the first
and second energy bands are exchanged at small µ with
concomitant sign changes of B1 and B2. Although this
has no impact on the phase diagram at W → ∞, this is
important for the topological properties of the low-energy
states for nanoribbons of intermediate width W .

In the example of Fig. 13, we observe that M̃1 takes
non-negligible values for W ≲ 15 × 103 Å, with an os-
cillating behavior as a function of W . This oscillating
behavior is also observed as a function of µ and λ when
the width W is fixed, as it is shown in Fig. 14. More-
over, the sign of B̃1 and the resulting sign of M̃1B̃1 also
oscillate as function of W , µ and λ. For the parameters
µ and λ considered in Fig. 14, B̃1 is positive, so the sign
changes of M̃1B̃1 are determined by M̃1. From our the-
ory, this signals topological transitions asW , µ and λ are
varied.

Let us also consider confinement along the x direction,
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FIG. 14. Gap value M̃1 [see Eq. (12)] for an MTI/SC slab with
thickness d = 30 Å and width W = 5200 Å. The parameters
of the 2D model, m0, m1, and vF are taken from Table I and

D = −1eVÅ
2
, and we considered ∆1 = 2 meV, ∆2 = 0. The

values we consider for λ and µ correspond to the region with
topological phase N = 1 in the infinite 2D geometry.

such that the length of the nanoribbon satisfies L≫W .
Here again, for concreteness, we are interested only in
states with energy below a certain threshold Eths which
we arbitrarily set to be one tenth of the superconducting
pairing magnitude |∆1|. If M̃1 < Eths, the state associ-

ated to the energy M̃1 is a CMES with negligible energy
and with chirality opposite to the copropagating states
associated to E3,4. This description is valid at vanishing
disorder in the system. At finite disorder, CMES of op-
posite chirality hybridize, resulting in only one CMES in
the system. If M̃1 > Eths and M̃1B̃1 > 0 (see, e.g., the
red phase in Fig. 14), then a pair of MBS with negligible
energy, localized at the ends of the nanoribbon, appears.
In this case, the low-energy states in the system are both
copropagating CMES associated with E3,4 and a pair of
MBS. In Fig. 15, we display the number of CMES and the
number of MBSs appearing at low energies as a function
of µ and λ for W = 5200Å.

Finally, let us comment the situation in which the
nanoribbon is very thin, here meaning W ≲ 500Å, where
the states arising from confinement of the bulk states as-
sociated to E3,4 hybridize in the bulk and do not result

in topological low-energy states. In this case, M̃1 > Eths

and M̃1B̃1 > 0 (see Fig. 13), which yields a topologi-
cal phase with a pair of MBS, localized at the ends of
the nanoribbon, and without any CMES, reflecting the
scenario proposed in Refs. [21, 33]. Note that this topo-
logical phase can arise for λ both greater and smaller
than |m0|, hence not requiring the MTI system (with
∆1 = ∆2 = 0) to be in the QAH phase for very large
widths. While this phase only appears in a narrow win-
dow of λ near |m0|, this region is enlarged when µ is
increased, similar to the topological phase with 2 CMES
and 1 MBS in Fig. 15.

FIG. 15. Number of pairs of chiral Majorana edge states
(CMES) and the number of end Majorana bound states
(MBS) in an MTI/SC finite nanoribbon as a function of λ and
µ and for thickness of the slab d = 30 Å and width W = 5200
Å. To identify “low-energy” states, we retain eigenenergies
below a certain threshold, here chosen to be one tenth of the
superconducting pairing magnitude |∆1|. The parameters of
the 2D model, m0, m1, and vF are taken from Table I and

D = −1eVÅ
2
, and we considered ∆1 = 2 meV, ∆2 = 0. The

values we consider for λ and µ correspond to the region with
topological phase N = 1 in the infinite 2D geometry.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have studied the topological properties of finite
MTI/SC heterostructures using symmetry-constrained
low-energy models. We started by developing analytical
models for MTI slabs with a finite thickness as well as
MTI nanoribbons with finite thickness and width. We in-
vestigated the appearance of low-energy states as a func-
tion of the magnetic doping, the chemical potential and
the system size. Next, we considered such finite geome-
tries subject to superconducting pairing induced by two
superconductors at the top and bottom surfaces. For
very wide nanoribbons the low-energy states are the chi-
ral edge states as predicted by the 2D bulk topological
invariant. For finite width nanoribbons, we constructed
and studied low-dimensional models describing the low-
energy properties of our system. In a nanoribbon geom-
etry with finite width and length, we observed regions
where the low-energy states can host coexisting chiral
edge states and Majorana bound states depending on the
strength of the magnetic exchange term. Finally, we in-
vestigated the effect of a finite chemical potential on the
topology of our system. We have studied how the bulk
invariant is modified and we have built low-energy mod-
els to study the modifications in the low-energy states
which appear at the boundaries of the system. When
varying the magnetic doping, the chemical potential and
the size of the system, we observed topological transi-
tions between two phases which differ by the presence or
absence of MBS.
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Appendix A: Effective ribbon Hamiltonian via a
projection onto the low-energy states

Here we determine the lowest eigenergies and the as-
sociated eigenstates of the Hamiltonian block,

h0−(−i∂y) = D∂2y − ivFσx∂y +
(
m0 − λ−m1∂

2
y

)
σz
(A1)

The energies E are given by the transcendental equation

λ2
[
ξ(m0 − λ)− E − (−D + ξm1)λ

2
1

]
λ1 [ξ(m0 − λ)− E − (−D + ξm1)λ22]

=
tanhλ2w

tanhλ1w
,

(A2)
with w ≡W/2,

λα =

√
−F + (−1)α−1

√
R

2 (m2
1 +D2)

2 , α = {1, 2}, (A3)

as well as F = v2F − 2DE + 2(m0 − λ)m1 and R =

F 2 − 4(D2 − m2
1)[E

2 − (m0 − λ)
2
]. The values ξ = ±1

denote, respectively, the solutions for the energy E+ with
eigenstate |χy⟩ and the energy E− with eigenstate |φy⟩.
We restrict the study to both low-lying energies. Their
dependency with respect to the width W is shown in
Fig. 5. The eigenvectors are given by

|χy⟩ = N1

(
− (−D −m1) η2f+(y)

ivFf−(y)

)
, (A4)

and

|φy⟩ = N2

(
− (−D −m1) η1f−(y)

ivFf+(y)

)
, (A5)

with

f+(y) =
coshλ1y

coshλ1w
− coshλ2y

coshλ2w
,

f−(y) =
sinhλ1y

sinhλ1w
− sinhλ2y

sinhλ2w
,

η2 =
λ21 − λ22

λ1 tanhλ1w − λ2 tanhλ2w
,

η1 =

[
λ21 − λ22

]
λ1 cothλ1w − λ2 cothλ2w

, (A6)

and normalization constants N1 and N2.
Next we project h1−(kx),

h1−(kx) = −µ−Dk2x + vFkxσy +m1k
2
xσz, (A7)

on the low-energy eigenstates of h0−(−i∂y) and we obtain
an effective Hamiltonian for the system initially described
by h∗−, valid around kx = 0. Here we consider only the
two low-energy eigenstates of h0−(−i∂y) and we assume
that these eigenstates are well separated in energy from
the other eigenstates. This assumption is valid for the
mass inverted regime (m0 − λ)m1 < 0 we are considering
here. Then we find the Hamiltonian given by the Eq. (6).

Appendix B: Transforming the Hamiltonian into a
sum of Dirac terms in spin space

The matrix σz τ̃x commutes with the Hamiltonian at
µ = 0 and D = 0 and ∆1 = −∆2,

H2D
BdG(k) =vFkyσxτ̃z +

[
− vFkxσy τ̃z + λσz

+m(k)τ̃x
]
γz −∆1τ̃zσyγy.

(B1)

Therefore it is possible to diagonalize H2D
BdG(k) and σz τ̃x

using a common basis transformation defined via a uni-
tary matrix U which diagonalizes σz τ̃x. For U = (τ̃z +

τ̃x)/
√
2 one finds Uσz τ̃xU

† = σz τ̃z. This diagonal matrix
has only two different eigenvalues ±1. It is convenient to
define P as the projector on the eigenspace with eigen-
value 1 whereas P = 1 − P projects on the eigenspace
with eigenvalue −1. Then we have,

HBdG =
∑
k

ψ†
kU

†PUHBdG(k)U
†PUψk

+
∑
k

ψ†
kU

†PUHBdG(k)U
†PUψk. (B2)

Next, we have

UHBdG(k)U
† = vFkyσxτ̃x − |∆|τ̃xσyγy
+ [−vFkxσy τ̃x + λσz +m(k)τ̃z] γz. (B3)

Choosing P = (σz τ̃z + 1) /2 and using τ̃zP = σzP and
τ̃zP = −σzP , we write

HBdG =
∑
k

ψ†
kU

†PHP
BdG(k)PUψk

+
∑
k

ψ†
kU

†PHP
BdG(k)PUψk, (B4)
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with

HP,P
BdG(k) = A2kyσxτ̃x −A2kxσy τ̃xγz

+ [λ±m(k)]σzγz − |∆|τ̃xσyγy, (B5)

Now we see that applying a basis transformation
which diagonalizes τ̃x makes the Hamiltonian diagonal
in {top,bottom} space. Therefore we perform another
unitary transformation using U ,

HBdG =
∑
k

ψP†
k UHP

BdG(k)U
†ψP

k

+
∑
k

ψP†
k UHP

BdG(k)U
†ψP

k , (B6)

with ψP
k = UPUψk and ψP

k = UPUψk and we have

UHP,P
BdG(k)U

† = A2kyσxτ̃z −A2kxσy τ̃zγz

+ [λ±m(k)]σzγz − |∆|σy τ̃zγy, (B7)

Now we almost have a Hamiltonian which is diagonal in
{top,bottom} space and in Nambu space. Only the last
term in the two previous equations remains off-diagonal.
Another unitary transformation, which we denote by
U1 = (σx + iγy) /

√
2, makes the total Hamiltonian di-

agonal in {top,bottom} space and in Nambu space,

HBdG = HBdG,1 +HBdG,2, (B8)

with HBdG,1 =
∑

k ψ
P†
k U†

1H
P
1 (k)U1ψ

P
k , HBdG,2 =∑

k ψ
P†
k U†

1H
P
1 U1ψ

P
k and HP

1 (k) = U1UH
P
BdG(k)U

†U†
1 ,

HP
1 = U1UH

P
BdG(k)U

†U†
1 . Then, we indeed have

HP,P
1 (k) = A2kyσxτ̃z +A2kxσy τ̃zγz

− [λ±m(k)]σzγz + |∆|σz τ̃z, (B9)

The Hamiltonian is now diagonal in {top,bottom} space
and in Nambu space. We now project it over the eigen-
subspace of γz and of τ̃z.
First we define Pγz

= (γz + 1) /2 as the projector on

the eigenspace with eigenvalue +1 of γz and P γz = 1 −
Pγz

projects on the eigenspace with eigenvalue −1 of γz.
Then we obtain

HBdG,1 =
∑
k

ψ0,P†
k H0,P

1 (k)ψ0,P
k

+
∑
k

ψ1,P†
k H1,P

1 (k)ψ1,P
k , (B10)

with ψ0,P
k = PγzU1ψ

P
k , and ψ

1,P
k = P γzU1ψ

P
k , and

H
(0,1),P
1 (k) = A2kyσxτ̃z +A2kxσy τ̃z

∓ [λ+m(k)]σz + |∆|σz τ̃z. (B11)

Moreover we notice that the unitary transformation σy τ̃x
performed in the eigenspace with eigenvalue +1 of γz
gives

σy τ̃xH
0,P
1 (k)σy τ̃x = H1,P

1 (k), (B12)

and because

ψ0,P†
k σy τ̃xH

1,P
1 (k)ψ1,P

k = 0, (B13)

we obtain

HBdG,1 =
∑
k

ψ̃P†
k H1,P

1 (k)ψ̃P
k . (B14)

with ψ̃P†
k = (ψ0,P†

k σy τ̃x + ψ1,P†
k ). Similarly, defining

ψ0,P
k = PγzU1ψ

P
k , ψ

1,P
k = P γzU1ψ

P
k and

H1,P
1 (k) = A2kyσxτ̃z−A2kxσy τ̃z+[λ−m(k)]σz+|∆|σz τ̃z,

(B15)
we obtain

HBdG,2 =
∑
k

ψ̃P†
k H1,P

1 (k)ψ̃P
k , (B16)

with ψ̃P†
k = (ψ0,P†

k σy τ̃x+ψ
1,P†
k ). Hence, HBdG now reads

HBdG =
∑
k

ψ̃P†
k H1,P

1 (k)ψ̃P
k

+
∑
k

ψ̃P†
k H1,P

1 (k)ψ̃P
k , (B17)

Now we project this Hamiltonian over the {top,bottom}
space. We define Pτ̃z = (τ̃z+1)/2 as the projector on the
eigenspace with eigenvalue +1 of τ̃z and P τ̃z = 1 − Pτ̃z .
Then we have∑
k

ψ̃P†
k H1,P

1 (k)ψ̃P
k =∑

k

ψ0,1,P†
k H0,1,P

1 (k)ψ0,1,P
k +

∑
k

ψ1,1,P†
k H1,1,P

1 (k)ψ1,1,P
k ,

(B18)

with ψ0,1,P
k = Pτ̃z ψ̃

P
k and ψ1,1,P

k = P τ̃z ψ̃
P
k and

H0,1,P
1 (k) = A2kyσx −A2kxσy + [λ+m(k)]σz + |∆|σz,

H1,1,P
1 (k) = −A2kyσx +A2kxσy + [λ+m(k)]σz − |∆|σz,

(B19)

Let us define

hP±(ks) = A2kyσx−A2kxσy+[λ+m(k)± |∆|]σz (B20)

Then we have H0,1,P
1 (k) = hP+(k) and σyH

1,1,P
1 (k)σy =

−hP∗
− (−k) so we conclude that∑
k

ψP†
k U†

1H
P
1 (k)U1ψ

P
k =

∑
k

ψ̃P†
k H̃P

1 (k)ψ̃P
k , (B21)

with ψ̃P
k =

(
ψ0,1,P
k , σyψ

1,1,P
k

)T
and

H̃P
1 (k) =

(
hP+(k) 0

0 −hP∗
− (−k)

)
(B22)
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The same transformations can be applied to the other
part of the Hamiltonian and we find

ψ̃P†
k H1,P

1 (k)ψ̃P
k =

∑
k

ψ̃P†
k H̃P

1 (k)ψ̃P
k , (B23)

with ψ̃P
k =

(
ψ0,1,P
k , σyψ

1,1,P
k

)T
and

H̃P
1 (k) =

(
hP+(k) 0

0 −hP∗
− (−k)

)
, (B24)

with ψ0,1,P
k = Pτ̃z (σy τ̃xPγz

U1ψ
P
k + P γz

U1ψ
P
k ), ψ

1,1,P
k =

P τ̃z (σy τ̃xPγz
U1ψ

P
k + P γz

U1ψ
P
k ) and

hP±(k) = A2kyσx−A2kxσy+[λ−m(k)± |∆|]σz, (B25)

To sum up we have

HBdG =
∑
k

ψ̃P†
k H̃P

1 (k)ψ̃P
k +

∑
k

ψ̃P†
k H̃P

1 (k)ψ̃P
k , (B26)

with

H̃P
1 (k) =

(
hP+(k) 0

0 −hP∗
− (−k)

)
,

H̃P
1 (k) =

(
hP+(k) 0

0 −hP∗
− (−k)

)
, (B27)

and

hP±(k) = A2kyσx −A2kxσy + [λ+m(k)± |∆|]σz,

hP±(k) = A2kyσx −A2kxσy + [λ−m(k)± |∆|]σz.
(B28)

We denote the energies of hP+(k), −hP∗
− (−k), hP+(k) and

−hP∗
− (−k) by E1, E2, E3, and E4, respectively. We have

E±
1 = ±

√
A2

2k
2
⊥ + (λ+m(k) + |∆|)2,

E±
2 = ±

√
A2

2k
2
⊥ + (λ+m(k)− |∆|)2,

E±
3 = ±

√
A2

2k
2
⊥ + (λ−m(k) + |∆|)2,

E±
4 = ±

√
A2

2k
2
⊥ + (λ−m(k)− |∆|)2. (B29)

Note that when the system has time-reversal symmetry
at λ = 0, we have E±

1 = E±
4 and E±

2 = E±
3 . Gen-

erally speaking, in presence of time reversal symmetry,
Kramers’ theorem tells us that every (spin-1/2) Bloch
state is degenerate with its time-reversal conjugate, i.e.,
a state |ψa(k)⟩ with energy Ea(k) and a state |ψb(−k)⟩ =
Θ |ψa(k)⟩, where Θ is the time-reversal operator, with en-
ergy Eb(−k) have the same energies, Ea(k) = Eb(−k).
Additionally, we have E±

i (k) = E±
i (−k) (i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4})

due to the additional presence of inversion symmetry,
so that Ea(k) = Eb(k), meaning that the energy bands
which come in Kramers pairs Ea(k) = Eb(−k) are not
only degenerate at the time-reversal invariant points
k = −k but at each k point. From E±

1 = E±
4 and

E±
2 = E±

3 , we find that E−
1 and E−

4 form a Kramers
pair of energy bands and the same is true for E+

1 and
E+

4 , E−
2 and E−

3 and E+
2 and E+

3 .
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